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Generation of Configuration Space Obstacles I:
The Case of a Moving Sphere
Chanderjir Bajaj and Myung-Soo Kim
Department of Computer Science,
Purdue University,
West Lafayette, IN 47907.
Abstract
Using configuration space to plan collision free motion for a single rigid object amongst
physical objectS, reduces the problem to planning motion for a mamematical point amongst
"grown" configuration space obstacles, ( the poinrs in configuration space which correspond to
me object overlapping one or more obstacles). The problem of collision free motion for a point
is simple since a point can now be moved without restriction in any connected region of
configuration space. The difficult pan of the recfmique comes in the construction of the
configuration space obstacles. In the past object representations have been polyhedral approxi-
mations to the real object However it has progressively become easier for geometric modeling
systems [Q deal with objecrs that are defined by quadric (degree 2) surfaces. It is in this sophisti-
cated modeling environment that we characterize the surface boundary of me configuration space
obstacles arising from the motion of a sphere amongst obstacles whose boundary is defined by
patches of quadric surfaces. The problem of generating these configuration space obstacles is also
shown to be closely related to the problem of blending quadric surfaces by spherical envelopes.
Index Tenns: Robotics, Geometric Modeling, Spatial Planning, Obstacle Avoidance, Envelopes,
Blending, Computational Geometry, Parameterization. Computer-aided Design
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1. Introduction
Perhaps the most important and universal scheme used in motion planning is that of
transforming the problem in such a way that the rigid object to be moved is represenred as a point
in what is known as configuration space. For example, the position and orientation of a rigid
object in the plane can be represented by a point (x. y. 9) in a 3-dimeru>ional parameter
configuration space where x I y represent the position of a reference point of the object and e
represents the orientation of a reference line of the object (say its angle wilh. the positive x-axis).
Similarly, a rigid object lr3nSlating and rotating in 3-dimensional space can be represented as a
point moving in a 6-dimensional configuration space. Early examples of a configuration space
approach are [5], [11] and more recently [8,9]. Using configuration space to plan collision free
motion for a single rigid object amongst physical objects, reduces the problem to planning
motion for a mathematical point amongst "grown" configuration space obstacles, ( the points in
configuration space which correspond to the object overlapping one or more obstacles). The
problem of collision free motion for a point is simple since a point can now be moved without
reslriction in any connected region of configuration space. The difficult part of the technique
comes in the consOUetion of the configuration space obstacles, (henceforth C -space obstacles).
There are few techniques known for computing or approximating the C -space obstacles,
resulting from motion of a rigid object in 3-dimensional space, [7]. These techniques have pri-
marily been confined to the motion of the class of polyhedral (degree I surface) objects amongst
polyhedral obstacles [3, 4, 9, 10]. We now consider the generation of C -space obstacles arising
from the motion of a spherical object amongst obstacles whose surface boundary consists of
patches of quadric surfaces. In § 2 of this paper we characterize the problem of "growing" gen.
erai C -space obstacles and show that the C -space obstacle boundary surface is the envelope
surface of the reversed object, (reversed with respect to the reference paim of the object), as the
reference point moves around the boundary of the obstacle. In § 3 we consider the case of the
moving object being a sphere. More general quadric surface moving objects will be explored in a
subsequent paper [2]. In § 4 we consider the obstacles whose boundary consists of patches of
quadric surfaces. In § 5 we show how generation of Lhese obstacles is closely related to the prob-
lem of blending quadric surfaces by spherical envelopes. The problem of blending surfaces, [6],
is thus a special case of the general problem of generating C -space obstacles.
The choice of the sphere in § 3 is advantageous for a number of reasons. A practicJ1 metho.
dology that is increasingly gaining ground in robot task planning, is that of hierarchical
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representations. [7J, The notion of hierarchical representations involves attempting [0 solve prob-
lems concerning physical objects by starting with very simple represenlations of the properties
involved, and introducing more complex representations only as they are required to solve the
problem. A system thus could initially approximate all objects by interior and exterior enclosing
spheres. If the exterior spheres do not intersect at all dUring a planned motion, the motion is
known to be safe. If the interior spheres intersect during such a motion, a collision free motion is
impossible. If neither of these conditions are met the system then could proceed to a finer level
of detail. In most industrial applications. the workspace environment of the robot is sparsely clut-
tered and finding collision free paths for general objects by considering the motion of enclosing
spheres of the objects would suffice. Possibly, though at high computational cost, exact high
degree surface representations could be used.
There is a further advantage in considering spheres. Approximations of the moving object
by the lowest degree (planar) surfaces. i.e" polyhedral objects amongst polyhedral obstacles lead
to an immediate computational difficulty. The unrestricted motion of a polyhedral rigid object
reduces to the motion of a point in 6-dimensional configuration space where both finding con-
nected regions for collision free motion and characterizing 6-dimensional C-space obstacles is
an arduous task. [4,10]. The unrestricted motion of a sphere on the other hand is transformed to
the motion of a point amongst 3-dimensional C-space obstacles.
2. Characterization of Growing C-space Obstacles
Let A be an object and B be a fixed obStacle. Let a point ofA, say aOI be designated as the
reference point of A. ThroUghout we consider A to be free to move under translalion but not
rotation. In this case configuration space is 3-dimensional. Let Ap denote the set of points in 3-
space covered by A when A is located with ao at the point p. Aodenotes this set of points when
ao is al the origin. Let B denote the set of points in 3-space occupied by the obstacle B. The
C -space obstacle corresponding to B is the set of configuration space points {p IAp n B '#. ~}.
We define B-A to be the set of points {p Ip = b - a, a EA. b E B} in 3-space, whereb - a
is the vector difference of a and b. With translation but no rotation the C -space obstacle is
given by the "grown" obstacle, B-A oas shown below.
Fact 1: Let B' be the C -space obstacle corresponding to the obstacle B and the object A I
thenB'=B-Ao=[p Ip =b -a,a e Ao.b e B).
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Proof:
B'={peR'I B n Ap ..0}
= {p e R'[3 b E B nAp}
={pe R3 13be B suchtharb=a+pforsomeae A o}
= {pe R3 J p=b-aforsome b E B andae Ao }
=B -A o 0
IfA and B are convex and have planar (degree 1) boundary surfaces, that is they are convex
polyhedral ohjects !hen !he boundary of B-A o= Convex Hull (Vertices (B) - Vertices (A )), [9J.
The case of A and B being non-convex can be handled by first decomposing A and B into con-
vex components. If A is a convex rigid object with boundary surface of degree ~ 2 making sin-
gle point contact with obstacle B • men the boundary of B-A 0= Envelope of the boundary of -A I
(object reversed with respect to the reference point), as the reference point ao moves on me boun-
dary ofB. lbis can be seen as follows.
The C -space obstacle corresponding to B is the set of all reference points ji such that Ap'
(the object A .1ocared with ao at ji), intersects with B, Le., {p lAp ('\ B '#. t'}. In particular then
the boundary of the C-space obstacle is the U'ace or envelope of the reference points Go = ji as
Ap moves on B with the surface boundaries ofAp and B just touching in a poinE contact. Let Ap
and B make contact at a common surface JX)int p. Then p -p is a point on the boundary of A o
andji-p = -(p-ji) is a point on the boundary of (-A)o. When we place -A with the reference
point ao at p, P is on the boundary of (-A)p and thus as the reference point ao moves on the
boundary ofB , the boundary of the C -space obsro.cle or the trace of the points p is an envelope




Let the boundary of the obstacle B be defined by a smooth convex surface given by Bdr(B)
: f (x J' .z) = 0 and !he obstacle B itself be defined by B : f (x ,y ,z) ~ 0, and !he bound,ry of !he
object A 0 be defined by another smooth convex surface given by Bdr(A 0) : go(x ,y ,z) = 0 and
·5 .
the object A0 itself is defined by A0 : go(x.y ,z) :::; O. IfP = (X,Y:z), then the boundary ofAp is
giv~n by Bdr(Ap) : KaCX' -xt Y -yo z-Z) = O. Next, let Ap and B make contact at a point
p = (x,Y,z). The two surfaces go(x-x.y-y,z-Z) = 0 and !(x,y,z) = 0 have a common
tangent plane at p = (x,y,z). Hence. for some ex > O. p = (x ,y ,z) e Bdr(B), and p _ji =
(x -x, y -y, Z -Z) E Bdr(Aa). we have the following relation between the two normals of these
surfaces at the point p = (x ,y,z).
'CIf(x,y,z) = - a 'CI go<x -i",y -y,z-Z)
'CIflp) =- a 'CIgolp-p)
Now, the boundary of (-A)o is defined by Bdr«-A)o) : g(x,y,z) = go(-x,-y,-z) = 0 and
'CIg(x,y,z) =- 'CIgo(-x,-y,-z). Thus for some a> 0, p = (x,y,z) E Bdr(B), and p_p =
(i"-x, y-y, %" -z) E Bdr«-A ),), we have
'CIf(x ,y,z) = a 'CI g(i" - x,y - y,%" - z)
Hence, the solution for the boundaJ}' of the C-:space obsro.cle B I is the set of all the points p
which satisfies the following partial differemial equation
'CIflp) = a 'CIgrIP - p)
for some ct > 0 and some p e Bdr(B). In general. for given f and g I this partial differential
equation is difficult to solve directly. We now attempt to characterize the solution for the cases
wheref = 0 is a quadric surface and g = 0 is a sphere.
3. Moving a Spherical Object
Consider the object A to be a sphere of radius r with its center as a reference point and sup-
pose the boundary of an obstacle B be given by a smooth surface
Bdr(B): f(x,y,z)=O
and the obstacle B itself is given by
B :fex,y,z)SO




is the position of the reference point (center of sphere) when !.he sphere makes contact with the
obstacle B. The boundary surface of the C-space obstacle B' will be
( --=-- '1(--"'_( ) 'CIfex,y,z)(X,y,ZjE R x,y~j- x,y,z +r I l'CIfex,y,z)1 I withf(x,y,z) =0 or (X,y,Z)E Bdr(B)}
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Hence. to get the surface equation for Bdr(B') we need to solve !.he equation
,;-~-( ) V[(x,y,,) C • f ---
\x.y,%)- x,y,z +r IIV!(x,y,z)11 lorx,y,z mtennso x,y,z.
Even in the case of quadric surfaces of degree 2, II VI (x ,y,z) II is not of a simple form. So, the
general solution is not easy. But, with special conditions on I IVf (x ,y ,z) I I. the solution can be
obtained easily. First, let us assume that I JVI (.rty,z) II = constant = K •then
(I,y,ZJ=(x,y~)+ ; Vf(x,y,,)
There are three cases (plane. cylinder. and sphere) of II VI II = constant = K among me alge-
braic surfaces of degree :::;: 2.
3,1. Special Cases ofliV ~I = Constant
3.1.1. Plane:
When/(x,y,z)=ax +by +cz +d=O, wehave
V[(x ,y~) = (a ,b ,c), liV[(x,y,')1I =..Ja'+b'+c2~K.
By the above result
(x,y.Z)=(x,y,,)+ ; (a,h,c)
_r -rb-r
x =x - K a, y =y - K • Z =z - K C
Hence
fi(- r - r b - r ) 0x-Ka'Y- K ,z-X
c =
a (i"- ;a) + b(y- ~b) + c(Z- ;c) + d =ar + bY + cz - ~(a2+b2-1-C~ + d =0
aX + bY + cz -rCJa2+b2+c2) + d = 0
Hence, a plane is grown into another plane.
3.1~2. Circular Cylinder:
Wemayassume !(x,y,z)=X2 +y2_R 2 =O, R >0, then
Vf(x,y,,)=(a, 2y, 0), IIV[(x,y,')11 =..J4x'+4y' = 2 -Ix'+y2 = 2R
And so,
(x,y,ZJ= (x,y,,) + ~ (a, 2y, 0) =(x+; X,Y+ ; y, ,)









(X)' + (§)' = (R +r)'
Hence, a circular cylinder of radius R is grown into another circular cylinder of radius R +r .
3.1.3. Sphere:
We may assume [(x ,J .z) = x2 + y2 + z2 - R2 = O. R > 0, then
Vf(x,y,z) = (2<, 2y, 2,), II Vj(x,y,,) II =--I4x' + 4y' + 4,' =2 --Ix' + y' +,' _ 2R
And so.
- r r r r
(i",y,Z)=(x,y,z)+ 2R (2<, 2y, 2')=(X+Rx,y~y,z~z)
R_ R_ R_
x =--x, y =--y. z =--,
R+r R+r R+r
and
, R - R .- R '" 0.(--x,--y,--Zj= ,
R+r R+r R+r
(~)' (X)' +(~)' (§)'+ (~)' (Z)'= R',
R+r R+r R+r
(X)' + (§)' + (Z)' = (R +r)'
Hence, a sphere of radius R is grown into another sphere of radius R+r .
3.2. Surfaces of Revolution
Besides the aoove three surfaces, the cone is another very imponant and useful quadric sur-
face in geometric design. Such surfaces also arise in modeling cutting tools in machining opera-
tio~. However. a conic surface given by the equation f (x ,y.z) =.x2 + y2 - z2 = 0, and having
IIV!(x,y,z)11 = I I(2x,2y ,-2z) I I ;:J; constant, requires another tectmique to compute the
C -space obstacle. We shall first consider a more genernl case of the surface of revolution and
see that the C -space obstacle of a surface of revolution is again a surface of revolution. Gen-
erating the C-space obstacle of a cone is then a special case of this.
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3.2.1. Growing of a Convex·Downwards Generating Curve
Vlhen the boundary surface of an obstacle is a surface of revolution of a convex-downwards
generating curve, y = c (x) ~ 0, (with c"Cr) :5 0), a $ x $ b around the x -axis. the equation




V!(x,y,z) = (-2·c'(.z)·c(x), 2y, 2z), a';;x ';;b.
Hence, this gradient vector is parallel to the plane containing the x-axis and the point (x ,y,z).
And so, when we grow the point p = (x.y ,z) into another point ji = ex,y,Z). this grown point ji
will be on the same plane determined by the ;c·ax.is and the point p = (x ,y ,z). We can easily see
that the C-space obstacle of a surface of revolution is again a surface of revolution. To get the
C -space obstacle of a surface of revolution it is sufficient to get the generating curve of it We
can get the generating curve of the C -space obstacle by growing the original generating curve
y = c ex) in the;cy -plane with respect to the circle of radius r with its center as a reference point
Let's consider a convex-downwards generating curve
y =c(x);'O, (with c"(x)';; 0), a';;x ';;b.
At the point (x, c(x», (1, c'(x» is a tangent vector to the curvey=c(x) at the point (x, c(x».
OJ 1 2' (1, c'(x» is an unit tangent vector to the curve y=c(x) at (x, c(x». Now, when
1+ c'(x)
we multiply l.his vector by the rotation matrix by angle ;
r
~ . ~]o -1 0052 -sm2
10=.1t It't ] Sln2 co'2
since the generating curve is convex-downwards. we get the following outward unit normal vec-
tor to the curve y=c (x) at (x • c (x»
I
[~ -~] ~I + (c'(x))'c'(x)
.fl + c'(x)'
-c'(x)






Now, the growing of the point (x, c (x» toward this outward nonnal direction by distance r is





c(x) + 'II + c'(x)'
Let
- -e'(x)-r _ r
x = x + ~I + c'(x)" y = c(x) + :"'1"I-+-'c"7'':"(x"7)'2
In general. it's very difficult to represent y in terms ofx to get a generating curve for the boun-
dary of the C -space obstacle. But in some special cases, x can be represented by x in a simple
way, and so y can be represented by x easily. Remarkably, the cone is such an easy case.
3.2.2. Generating curve is a line segment:
When the generating curve y =c (x) ~ 0, a s: x ~ b is a straight line segment y =<XX ;:: 0, a
:5.r :5 b, its surface of revolution is a piece of a cone. We have
c(x)=ro:, c'(x) = <X, and ~1+c'(x)2=~I+lX2.
By using the above result we get
- -e'(r)-, -<:u
x = x + ::Jr:-""""'f;'-.:;2 = x + OJ 2 • and
'I + c'(x) 'I + lX
and so
y = c(x+ ./ a·, 2)+"":"""'"
.... 1+0. "1/1+0.2
Now, since x and x differ only by a constant :.} ex;r 2
l+lX
a-"CJ.re?'5.X'5.b-:.jar 2 iff a'5.xS:b
1+ 1+0.
Hence,
y = aX + r"h + 0.2, a _ ar < X < b _ ar
~l + 0.2 - - ;/1 + 0.2
Hence, the growing of the cone y2 + z2 - a?-·x2 = 0, a ~ x ~ b is the surface of revolution of
Lhe following curve about x-axis
j=c(T)=aX+r..JI+a.2, a - ..JI:a?- $x~b- ..JI:a.2 '
that is, the surface
- 10·
ar < <b ara - ~ .2 -x _ - ~ "
1+0:- l+a-
where a '5.t '5.b
3.2.3. General convex-downwards generating curve:
Now, let us consider a more general convex-downwards generating curve of the fann
Ct, cCt)), Cwith cCt) ~ 0 and c"Ct) ~ 0) for a ~ t ~ b.
When we grow this curve by a circle of radius r. we will get
r -c'(t)-r
y=cCr)+ VI+c'Ct)" x=t+ VI+c'Ct)"
Hence, a new generating curve for the grown curve is
cCt) = cCt) + ~ r " a ~ t ,; b
1 + c'Ct)
The corresponding surface of revolution for this grown generating curve can be obtained byelim-
inating t from the follwing two equations and replacing the bounds for the parameter t by that of
x,
y'+z'=[cCt)]'= rcCt) + ~ r ,]',l l+c'(t)
--c'(t)r
r-l+ wherea'5.t5:b
- VI + c'Ct)"
3.2.4. Example: Cone
Cone is a surface of revolution of the following two line segments.
y =CfX~O, O$xSh
x=b, OS:y'S:.ab
Since there are two singular points (0,0) and (b ,ab), these will be grown into a piece of a· circle
in the generating .xy -plane. Two line segments will be grown into line segments of equal length
and slope. Hence. the generating curve of the C-space obstacle of a cone consists of 4 pieces of
elementary curves.
(1) First of all. y = cu ~ 0, 0 S x S b will be grown into a line segment
_,,----,; ar ar
Y=ClX+r~l+a.", -_I '"isxS.b-~ 2
'1-1<> 1-1<>
(2) .x = b (0 S Y S ab) will be grown into a line segment
x =b +r, OSy Sab
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(3) The singular point (0,0) will be grown into a piece of circle
y ="';r2 _.%2, -r Sx S ~-ar 2
1-1«
(4) The singular point (b lab) will be grown into a piece of circle
b ar < <b-.I ,-x - +r1-1« .
Now, when we revolve these elementary line segments about x-axis. we can get the following
surfaces of revolution
(1') The line segment y = ax +, -.11-1«', will generate
(2') The line segment x = b + r,O S y ::; ab will generate a disc of radius ab
y2 + z2 .::;; Cab )2, x = b + r
(3') The piece of a circle (which is a growing of the point (0,0» will generate a piece of sphere
as follows
Y' + " = (-.1,2 _ ... 2)', , < v < -fIJ.... - -"'-"";1+(12
or equivalently
(4') The piece of circle (which is a growing of tile singular point (b lab» will generate




It is a piece of a torus (algebraic surface of degree 4) if ab '# O.
3.2.5. Example: More general surface of revolution
In general. when lhe genernting curve consists of a finite number (say n) of piecewise
smooth convex-downwards curves of the form
(t,Ci(t», (with Cj(t) 2:0 and C/'(t) 5:0) where a; 5:t 5:b j =aj+lo
fori=l, ...,n with al=O, b",=b, CI(O)=O, and c/I(b)=O
Each of the curve segments (t, c;(t», a; 5: t 5: bj will be grown into a curve segement
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(x(r), y(r»), ai';; r ,;; bi given by
-c;'(t)r r
x(r) = t + • y(r) = c-(r) + where a," ~ IS. b,'.,./! + (e,'(r))' '''1 + (e,'(£))"
Each of the singular points (a [, 0) = (0, 0), (a" e,(a,)), .." (a., c. (a.)), (b., 0) = (b, 0) will be
grown into a piece of circle as follows
(1) (0, 0) will be grown into
(2) (aj,Cj(a;», i =2•...• n
where ai-
will be grown into
y = .yrz- (x - ai? + Cj(ai)
ci'(ai) r ci'(aj+l) r
-.J ' zS"Xs.ai+1-...j , 2
1 + (Cj (aj» 1 + (Ci (Oi+l»
(3) (b. ' 0) = (b, 0) will be grown into
c".'(b) r
b - ::; x S. b+r"1 + (c. '(b ))'
4. Obstacle consisting of patches of planes, circular cylinders, spheres, and cones
Let an obstacle B be a convex set such that the boundary of B consists of a finite number of
surface patches which are pieces of planes. circular cylinders, spheres. or cones. Let the boun-
dary of B have m faces Fl•...• Fm' n edges E I•..., Eft (which are intersecting curves of faces),
and I vertices v I •..., vr (which are intersecting points of edges or apexes of cones). Each face Fi
(i=l, ... ,m) will be grown imo another face F'j (i=1, ....m). Each planar face will be grown into
anOl.her planar face at distance r. Each circular cylindrical face (of radius R) will be grown into
another circular cylindrical face (of radius R +r). Each spherical face (of radius R) will be grown
into another spherical face (of radius R+r). Each conic face will be grown into another conic
face without an apex, because the apex will be grown into a circular edge and a spherical face.
4.1. Growing Edges into Edges and Faces
When a face is bounded by some edges, its grown face will be bounded by the grown edges
of the boundary edges of the original face. In the case of common boundary edge E of two dif-
ferent faces F 1 and F 2, as a curve on the face F l' E will be grown into a boundary edge E l' of
F l' and at the same time as a curve on the face F2. it will be grown into another boundary edge
E 2' of F 2'· In addition to these two edges E I' and E z' I E will be grown into a face FE' which is a
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piece of the envelope surface of sphere of radius r as the center of the sphere moves along the
edge E. TItis envelope surface has a tubular shape and is a member of the class of surfaces
known as Canal surfaces. In OUf case since the obstacle B is convex, we can get !:he parametric
representation of the hJbular face FE' easily once we can parametrize me curve E and can get me
surface normals of the faces F 1 and F 2 on this curve E.
Suppose the edge E is parametrized by a curve C : [a, b l ' E. By using the surface nor-
mals of F 1 and F 2 on this curve C (or edge E) we can parametrize the grown edges E'l and E'2
by me curves C 1 : [a, b] ~ E and C z : fa, b] ---+E so that C1(t}-C(t) is normal to the faceF I
at C (t) E E and C 2(1}-C (t) is normal to !.he face F 2 at C (t) E E. Since the obstacle B is con-
vex, the directions between N I = C I(t}-C (e) and N z = C 2(t)-C (t) are always outward direc.
lions of B. These directions between N I and Nz detennine a geodesic curve segment Ye(l) from
C I(t) to C2(t) on .the sphere of radius r centered at C (t) E E. We can show this cUlVe segment
YCCf) will be on the envelope surface of the sphere of radius r moving wiIll its center along the
boundary of B, and when we move its center along the curve C (i.e. the edge E), the trace of the
circular curve YCCI) will generate a tubular surface patch and this is the face generated from the
edge E by the growing operation. Actually when we locate a sphere ofmdius r with its center at
a point on the circular cUlVe YCCI)' this sphere will contact with the obstacle B exactly at the point
C(t)e E.
When the face F 1 is given by F 1 : fl(x,y,z) =0 and the face F 2 is given by F 2 :
f 2(X ,y,z) = 0, the parametric cwves C I and C 2 for the grown edges E'l and E'2 can be given as
follows
Vf,(C(t»
C I(t ) = C (t) + r . --:1""1V"'f71""(C'"'('"'t)~)1--;-1 '
V[,(C(t»
C ,(t) = C(t) + r . --;1""1V~f:=,('"'C":(t:':))'-:I--;1 ' a:5.t:5.b
and the parametric representation of the grown face FE' can be given as
l-s l+s2 C ,(t) + 2 C,(t)
H(s,t)=YC(l)(S)=C(t)+r where-ISs:5.1 and a:5.t:5.b
I-s l+s '
11 2 CI(t) + 2 C,(t) I I
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4.2. Growing Vertices into Circular Edges and Spherical Faces
When a vertex v is an apex of a conic surface patch, it will be grown into a circular edge
and a spherical patch by the result of growing a surface of revolution ( § 3.2.4). When several
faces F I •...• FJc are placed counter-clockwise around a common vertex v and v is not an apex of
a conic surface. v is a common vertex of kedges E I (common edge ofF I and F z). E 2 (common
edge of F 2 and F 3), ...• Ek. (common edge of Fk and F I) at the same time. As a point on each
faces F 10 •••• FJ;. V has k normal directions N I••••• Nt_ These k nonnal vectors determine k
points v I> •••, 'It on the sphere of radius r centered at v. By the same way as we did in growing
the edges. there are geodesic curves 11 from v1to V2. 'Y2 from 1'2 to v)• .... Yk. from VA: to v1 on the
sphere of radius r centered at v and we can show that the circular edges defined by these geo.
desic curve segments are on the C -space obstacle B' of B and the convex region bounded by the
closed curve 11 ~ 12 ~ ... ~ 11 defines a spherical surface patch which is a grown face of the
venex II. In summary v will be grown into k ooundaryvertices VI, •.. , Ilk ofF{•...• Flc.', imo k
circular edges Ey \ (connecting III and liz)•...• EYl (connecting Ilk and II I). and into a spherical face
Fy ' which is bounded by the edges Eyl ••", E~.
When we have m faces, n edges, q apexes of cones, and I venices which is not an apex of
a cone (where each venex is a common vertex of ko edges, i = 1, ... , 1), we will have (m+n+q+1)
faces. (2n+q+k t+...+k1) edges, and (k1+...+k1) vertices on the C-space obstacle B' ofB. An
apex of a conic face can be a vertex of a non-conic face at the same time. This case is excluded
in the above consideration, but we can do the growing of this vertex by the same way as we did in
the other cases and we can get quite similar result on the number of faces. edges, and vertices and
the C -spoce obstacle B' ofB .
4.3. Boundary consisting of several planar patches
When the boundary of an obstacle B consists of only planar faces. the edges arc all stright
line segements. Each face will be grown into another planar face of the same shape and area,
each edge will be grown into two line segments and a piece of right circular cylinder, and each
venex will be grown into vertices, circular edges. and a spherical face. The boundary of
C -space obstacle B' will be composed of pieces of planes, circular cylinders, and spheres.
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4.3.1. Example: Box
\Vhen we have a box bounded by six planar patches
(1) -R S;x,y :5R. z =-R
(2) -R $x,y $R, z=R
(3) -R:5y,zSR, x=-R
(4) -R:S:y,z$R. x=R
(5) -R $x, z $.R, Y =-R
(6) -R ::;;.x, z SR, y=R
The C-space obStacle of this box will be bounded by 6 planar patches, 12 cylindrical
patches, and 8 spherical patches
(PI) -R$x,y$R, z=-R-r
(P2) -R $x,y $R, z =R+r
(P3) -R :5y,z 'SR, x=-R-r
(P4) -RSy,z'5.R,x=R+r
cP5) -R $., z $R, y =-R-,
(P6) -R S;x. z $.R, y =R+r
(Cl) (.-R)'+{z-R)' = ,',. ~R,z ~R,-R $y $R
(C2) (.-R)'+{z+R)'=,2,.~R,z$-R,-R $y $R
(C3) (HR)'+{z+R)' = ,',. $-R, z $ -R, -R $y $R
(C4) (HR)'+{z-R)' = ,',. $-R, z ~R, -R $y $R
(CS) (Y-R)'+{z-R)'=,',y ~R,z ~R,-R $x $R
(C6) (y-R)'+{z+R)' = ,',y ~R, z $ -R, -R $x $ R
(C7) (y+R)'+{z+R)'=,',y $-R,z $-R,-R $x $R
(C8) (Y+R)'+{z-R)' = ,',y $ -R, z ~ R, -R $x $ R
(C9) (x-R)'+(Y-R)'=,',x ~R,y ~R,-R $z $R
(ClO) (x-R )'+(Y+R)' = ,', x ~ R ,y $-R, -R $ z $ R
(Cll) (HR)'+(y+R)' = ,', x $ -R ,y $-R, -R $ z $ R
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(eI2) (x+R)'+(Y-R)' = ,', x <; -R, Y ~R, -R <;, <;R
(51) (x-R)'+(y-R)'+{,-R)' = ,',x ~R ,y ~R., ~R
(52) (x-R)'+(y-R)'+{2+R)' = ,,,x ~R ,y ~ R" <;-R
(53) (x-R)'+(y+R)'+{,-R)' = ,,,x ~R,y <;-R" ~R
(54) (x-R)'+(y+R)'+{2+R)' = ,', x ~R ,y <;-R., <;-R
(55) (:x:+R)'+(y-R)'+{,-R)' = ", x <; -R, Y ~R" ~R
(56) (:x:+R)'+(y-R)'+{2+R)' = ,,,x <;-R ,y ~R" <;-R
(57) (:X:+R )'+(y+R)'+{,-R)' = ,', x <; -R ,y <; -R" ~ R
(58) (:x:+R)'+(Y+R)'+{2+R)' = ,',x <;-R ,y <;-R" <;-R
4.3.2. Boundary consisting of planar patches and cylindrical patches
The intersecting curves of two cylinderical patches are in general very complicated. Some
simple cases of these are considered in § 5 in connection with the surface blending problems.
The intersecting curve y of a planar patch P and a cylindrical patch C can be a srraight line, a
circle, or an ellipse. When we grow a convex obstacle B • the planar patch P will be grown into
another planar patch p' of the same shape and the same area, the cylindrical patch C (of radius
R) will be grown into another cylindrical patch C' (ofradius R+r), and the intersecting curve y
will be grown into a cylindrical patch (if y is a stright line), a piece of torus (if y is a circle), or a
piece of elliptic torus (if y is an ellipse). Growing of a vertex is quite similar to the case of
several planar parches.
4.3.3. Example: Cylinder
When we have a cylinder bounded by 3 surface patches
(1) x2+y2=R 2,OSzSR
(2) x2+y2$R2, z =0
(3) x2+y2 S R2, z = R
The C-space obSlacle of !.his cylinder will be bounded by a cylindrical patch, 2 planar
patches, and 2 toroidal patches.
(e) X2+y2 = (R+r)2, O$z SR
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(PI) x2+y2$R 2, z =-r
(P2) x 2+y2S;R2• z =R+r
(fl) (x2+y2+z2+R 2_r2)2= 4R 2(x2+y2), z S; 0, x 2+y2 ~R2
(1'2) {X 2+y2+{Z_R)2+R2_r2)2 = 4R 2(x2+y2), z ~R. x2+y2~R2
5. Relation to Blending:
When the boundary of a convex obstacle B consists of finite number of smooth surface
patches (i.e. piecewise smooth), the C -space obstacle H' of B due to a moving sphere of radius
r I has a smooth boundary surface. TIIis is because the faces of the C -space obsracle B' I due to
the way they are constructed. fill out the discontinuities of the directions of the surface normals
on the edges and vertices of B . The nonnal directions of the smoolh blending tubular faces over
edges of B and the blending spherical patches over vertices of B , of !.he constructed C -space
obstacle B' give all the missing outward normal directions bewteen two adjacem non-smoothly
connecting boundary faces ofB .
5.1. Example: Two cylinders of same radius intersecting at right angle
Consider two cylinders of the same radius R intersecting at right angles (R > r),
F :!(;c,y,z)=R 2 -;c2_ z2=0
G :g(;c,y,z)=R 2 -y'-z2=0
By solving these two equations simultaneously, we get
;c' - y2 = 0, (;c-y )(:<+y) = 0, and y = ±;c
Hence, the intersecting curves are on the planes y = x and y = -x. The intersecting curves can
be divided into 4 pieces and parameterized by t as follows
cI (t)=(t, t, ...JR2 _t2), -R 5.t 5.R
c2(t)=(t, t,_..JR 2 _t2), -RSt$R
c,(t)=(t,-t, ..JR2 _t2), -R$t$R
c4(t)=(t.-t,-;JR 2 -t2), -R5.t$.R
When we grow these cylinders inwards (we assume the obstacle is defined by x 2+z 2 ~ R 2 and
y2+z2;? R 2), the piece of cylinders will shrink toward their relative axes. Since the intersecting
curves are on both F and G, as a curve on F, it will shrink toward the y -axis and as a curve on
G, it will shrink toward the x -axis. The gap between the boundary edges of the reduced
cylinders F' and G' is filled out by the envelope of a sphere of radius r moving with its center on
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the intersecting curves of F and G. forming the blend of the reduced cylinders.
Now, assume that a sphere of radius r is located with irs center at the intersecting curve
cl(t) = ( t. t. VR 2 - t2) for some -R ~ I SR. At this point. the normal direction of cylinder F
is
Vf(r,r,VR'-r')
=(-2.1:,0,-2%) with.r=t, y=t, z=VR 2 _t2
= (-2r, 0, -2 VR' _ ,')
and the normal direction of cylinder B is
Vg( r, r, VR'-r')
=(O,-2y,-2z) witbX=I, y=t, z=-VR 2 _t2
= (0, -2" -2 VR' _ r')
The straight line L, (s) = ( (-2r) s. 0, (-ZVR 2 - {2 ) S ), S ~ 0 intersects with a sphere of radius
r as follows
(_2t)2S2 + (-2..JR 2 _ t 2 l S2 = r 1
4t 2s2 + 4(R 2 _ r2)s2 = r1
4R 1s2 = r2
r
s = 2R ::::0
Similarly, w = (0, -rt
R,
ofVg.
-rr -r VR 2 _ r1
Hence. v = ( R' 0, R ) is a point on the sphere of radius r in the direction of Vf .
-r VR 2 _ t 2 .. _ . ._
) IS anomer pomt on the sphere of radms r m the directlon
R
The straight line connecting these two points v and w is given by
P ()= I-s( -rr 0 -dR'-r')+ l+s(D -rr -rVR' ")
fS 2 R" R 2 'R' R
=( ~',D, ~ VR'-,')(s-I)+(D, :;r, :;VR'-")(s+l)
Q,(s)=r . IIP,(s)11
r r -r r r ./ 2 2 ~
=( mr'-m"D)s+(mr'm"/i'R -r), ,0r-I';;s';;l
The geodesic curve segment connecting v and w on the sphere of radius r is
P,(s)
for -1:5:s :s; I, -R :f e :fR
Now, when we translate this curve so that it will be on the sphere of redius r with its center at the
curve C lCe) = Ce, I, -YR 2 - ( 2), we have
P, (s) "-,--,,
H,(s,r)=r . IIP,(s)11 + (r,', VR 2 _ ,2)
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This is a parametrization of the blend connecting the gap (due to the curve c1) belWeen the reduce
cylinders of F and G smoothly. We can do similar work for the other 3 intersecting curves
5.2. Three cylinders of same radius intersecting at right angles
When three cylinders of the same radius R intersect at right angles to each other, we have
F :!(x,y,z)=R2 _r2 _ y 2=O
G :g(x,y,z)=R'-y'-z'=O
H :h(x,y,z)=R 2 _z2 _X2=O
and
'1f(x ,y ,z) = ( -2.1:, -2y, 0). '1g(x ,y,z) = (0, -2y, -2z), '1h(x ,y,z) = ( -2.1:, 0, -2z ).









Hence. there are 8 vertices (± ~. ± ~ I ± ~ ) which are common to F,G. and H.
Let us intersect the two cylinders g (x;y II) = 0 & h (x,y .z) = 0 first, and then intersect the third
cylinder f (x,y ,z) = 0 with the intersection of the first two. The pans of the intersecting curves of
the first two cylinders g = 0 & h = 0 which lie inside of the third cylinderf = 0 will be removed
in the later intersection So, we can construct 4 pieces of parametrized intersecting curves for
each pair of cylinders and then take out the pans which are inside the other cylinder. We would
still have 4 pieces of parametrized intersecting curves, but now of shoner length. We can con-
struct tota! 12 pieces of parametrized intersecting curves in this way. These 12 pieces of inter-






R R--«<--fl - --fl
R R
--fl~t~-fl
..JR' - t' t), ,
















The growing of all these curves imo smooth surface patches will be done exactly the same
way as we did it in the case of two intersecting cylinders. A new situation in this problem is how
to grow the common vertices of the three orthogonal cylinders.
At the point ( ~ I ~, ~), we have three Donnal directions, one for each cylinder.
R R R
'YfC-I2' -12'-12) = C--12 R, --12 R, 0)
R R R
'YgC-I2' -12' -12) = C0, --12 R, --12 R)
R R R
'VhC -12' -12' -12) = C--12 R, 0, --12 R)
Obviously, the three intersecting points of the sphere of radius r together wirh the straight half
lines coming out of the origin toward
are
r r r r r r
C-T2'--I2' 0), CO'--I2' -12)' andC--I2'O, -12)'
These three points define a spherical face which blends the gap at the comer (due to the vertex
( ~,~ I ~) ) among the reduced cylinders of F, G, and H. and the tubular patches grown
from the edge curves CI. cs. and C9" We can do similar work for the other 7 vertices.
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5.3. Two cylinders of different radii intersecting at right angles
When we have two cylinders of different radii R I and R2 ( R I > R2 ) intersecting at right




Vf(x,y,z)=(-2x, 0, -2,), Vg(x,y,,)=(O, -2y, -2,)
When we solve two equations simultaneously, we have
x2 _ y 2=R i
2 _Rl. x2 =y2+(R I2 -Rl),and x=±;Jy2+(R i 2 -Rl)
There are four intersecting curves
,.."--,.,,...,,--::-;:-
ClCt)=( ;/t2 +(R 12 -Rl), t,...JR Z2 -(2), -R z 5.t5.R z
c,(r)=( -Jt'+(R,'-R,'), t,--JR,'-r'), -R,~t~R2
c,(t) = (--Jt'+ (RI'-Rz'), t, -JR,'-t'), -R,~r~R,
C4(t) = (_.yc2 + (R?-Rl), t,-;JR z2 -t2), -R z $t'5.R z
Let's consider the curve
Clet) = (...)I2 + (R I2 - Rl). t. ;JRl- (2), -R z '5. t 5.R z
On this curve, we have two normal directions
Vf(c ,«)) = ( -2 "rr"-+--;(R::--';,'-_--;R=-,T."'), 0, -2 -JRz' _ t')
Vg(c,(I))=(O,-2r,-2-JR,z-t'), -R,~t ~R,
Now solve the following equation for s > O.
1I,-V/II=r
4s 2(t 2 + (R? - Rl)) + 4s2(R z2 _ t 2) = r Z
4R I










Hence, a point on the curve C let) will be grown imo the geodesic curve connecting two points on
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the sphere of radius r
v = (.::!..V,2 +(R ,2 - Rz'). O. .::!..VRz' -,') and
R1 R 1
A straight line connecting these two points is given by
P,(s)
l-s -r _1 2 -r 1+8 -r -r
=T( R, ,,'+(Rt'-R2 ),O. R, VRz'-,2)+T(O, R
2
" R,VRz'-")
=(~, "1/,2+ (Rt'-Rz'). O. ~,"l/Rz'-(2)(S-I)+(O. ;;2 ";;2 "l/Rz'-(2)(s+1)
for -1$s 5:1
Hence. the geodesic curve connecting v & w on the sphere of radius r is
P,(s)
Q,(s) = r' I IP,(sli I
Now I when we translate lhis curve so mat it will be on the sphere of radius r with center at
Ct(t)=("t2 +(R t
2 -Ri'). t."Rz2-t2), -R z5:tS.Rz
we have
[or-l::;s5:1, -Rz 'S:.r5:R z
We can do similar work. for the other 3 intersecting curves cZt C3. and c4.
5.4. Two cylinders of same radius intersecting at skew-angle
When two cylinders intersect at skew angle, by rotating appropriately we can place one of
the cylinders parallel to the y-axis. We may assume one of the cylinder is given by
F :f(x.y,z)~R2_X2-z'=O
Another cylinder intersecting at skew angle can be given by rotating the following cylinder by
angle ~ counter-clockwise alxmt z-axis.
The rotmed cylinder is
G :R'_(y')'-z2=O
When x = r cosS and y = r sinS.
x' = r cos(4) = r (cosS COSlP + sinS sinlP) = x cos$ +y sinlP
y' = r sin(4) = r (sinS cos¢'- cosS sin¢') = y COSlP- x sinlP
Hence, the rotated cylinder is
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G :g(x,y,z) =R' - (y coS4l-x sin$)' - ,'=0
When we solve the following simultaneous equations
x2 + zZ = R2, ex sine\) _ y COS$)2 + zZ = R Z
we have
x' - (x sin$ - y coS4ll' = 0
Xl - (xl sin2ep - 2xy sinep cos$ + y2coSZep) = 0
(I - sin'$)x' + sin(2$) xy - cos'$ y' = 0
(cos') x' + (~n2$) xy - cos'$ y' = 0
We may assume 0 < I\> <; (:. COS2$ ;c 0), and so
, sin2$ ,x +--ry-y =0
005
2$
x' + (2tan$) xy - y' = 0
(x + (tan$)y)' - (tan'$ + I) y' = 0
1
(x + (tan$)y)' - -,- y' = 0
cos $
Y =± coS4l (x + (tan$) y)
y =±«coS4l) x + (sin$)Y)
Hence,
or
In case (I), since zZ = R2 _ x2,
Similarly, in case (2),
cooo
y = I-sinljl x
--cos.




y = 1 . '" x-sm,+,
z=±..JR2 _X2, y= CO~¢l x
1+S'"$
Hence. the intersecting curves can be divided into 4 parameteric curves
Cl(t)=(t, C05$ t "R 2 _t2) -R5.t5.R
I-sin$ • •
( cos$ ·JR , ') Rcz(t)= tt . t,-"II -1. - $.t$.R
l-sml\l
(r) ( r C05$ r -JR' - r') -R $.1 <_ Rc, = • l+sin$ • •
(I) ( r C05$ r --JR'- r') -R $.t '5.Rc, = , l+sin$ • •
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Now, when we grow the cylinders inwards by a sphere of radius r I the cylinder
.x2 + z2 = R 1
will be grown into another cylinder
.x2 + zZ = (R_r)l
which is bounded by the 4 parametric curves
- (I) - ( R-r t cosd> I R-r ~R' I'), -R SI SR
'1 - R • I-sirup • R
_()_(R-r cosd> R-r. IR, ,) Re2 1 - R t, l-sin~ t. -T "V - t , -R $ t $
- (I) - ( R-r I -eosd> I R-r ~R' I') -R <_ IS R
'3 - R ' l+simp • R - I
- ( ) _ (R-r -eosd> R-r .IR, ') R <RC4 1 - R I , l+simp 1'-R 'i -£. - St_
And, the other cylinder
(Yi' + z' = (R-r)'
or equivalently,
(y cos$ -.x sin$)2 + z2 = R 2
and the 4 boundary curves of this cylinder will be grown as follows.
First, rotate these curves by $. clockwise (Le. -1l. counterclockwise), sluink it towards the x
axis. and then relate it back into the x' axis.
(A) Rotate by --;p counterclockwise
.() ( o. sind> cos<\> cos'<\> . •• IR, ')Cit = t CO~ + . t. t - I SIn'!'. '; - t
l-smep l-SirllP
=( co~ l,l,VR2_t1), -R'5.I'5.R
l....md>
') cosd> .1"c2 (t =( l-sinep t,I,-vR -t), -R5.t5.R
cJ· (t) = ( t COSt\l - sin\? ~osp I, _ cos1p t _ t sinlj) VR l _ (2)
1+sme\) 1+sinljl ,
=( CDS<\> I,-t,~R'-t'). -RStSR
l+smd>
c/(I)=( l:~~ep t,-t,-...JR 2 _t2), -R5.t$R






R-r R-r ./ 2 2
t'Tt'T'IR t), -R5.t'$R
R-r R-r ./... 2
t -- t - -- '1R'" - t) -R $. t '$ R• R 'R '
C'·(I)=(
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coS!\> R-r R-r.J '2. 2
l+simp t'-Tt'R R -C), -R:5;rSR
COStj) t _ R-r r _ R-r VRl_ (2) -R <,<R
l+sin~' R 'R ,- -
(C) Finally. we need rotate these CUNes back into the original angle position. Hence, we have
the following 4 curves on the second cylinder which was grown towards x'-axis.
=- cos2", R-r . R-r sind> cos'" R r r-,---"
C,(I)=( 1 .., I-I -R sm~,cos4>-R1+ 1· .• I, R- VR'_l z)- sm'!' - simp
= «I , ~ sin~) I, (tan~sec~~ cos~) I, R;r VR2 _ (2)
- r r R-r _Ir-.--"
C2(1) = (I+RSin~) I, (tan~se~RCOS~)I, - II 'R' - 12)
- r r R-r -.J '2. 2c,(l) = «1-RSin~) I, (tan~sec~RCOS~)I, II R - I )
- r r R-r _I
C,(I) = «(I-Rsin~) I, (tan~sec~RCOS~)I, - II vR' _12)
where -R 5,t $R
Now, we need to fill in the gaps between the curves Ci and Ci for i = 1,2,3,4 by growing the
points on the intersecting CUIves c.. (i = 1,2,3,4) imo pieces of geodesic curves on the sphere.
At a point Cj(t) on the curve Cj. we can compute two directions (i.e. one toward me y-axis. one
toward x'.axis)
Let's consider me curve
C,(I)=(I, COS~ I VR 2 _12) -R5.15.R
l-sin~ , ,
Since the cylinder along y-axis is given by
F :!(x,y,z)=R 2 _x2 _,2=0
we have
Vj(x,y,z)=(-2x, 0, -2z) with x =1,' =VR 2 _ 12
=(-21,0, -2 VR 2 _ ( 2 )
Hence, the unit normal vector on the curve c .(t) toward the y -axis is
~~-x -z -t ...JR 2 _ t2
.,(1)=( '1,2+,2,0, '1,2+,2)=(11,0,- R )
The cylinder along x'-axis is given by
G : g(x,y ,z) = R2 - (xsin~ - ycos~)' - z2 = 0
and so
Vg = (-2sin~ (xsin~ - ycos~), 2cos~(xsin~ - ycos~), -2, )
cos2tt> cos2tt> _,r:-.--"
=(-2sin~(rsin~- . 1),2cos${rsin~- I . " ),-2 vR 2 _t Z)
1--5mtt> -SUI,!,
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=( (2sin$)t, (-2cos$)t, -2 -VR2 _ t2 )
The unit nonna! vector toward xl·axis is
(t) _ Vg
'2 - IIVgl1
_ (Sin'" _ COs$ _ -VR2 _ t2 )
- R t, R t, R • -R ~t SR
Now the straight line segment connecting lhe [we vectors r'nICr) and r-n2(t) on the sphere of
radius r is
l-s 1+8
Pt(S)=- 'r"nl(t)+- 'r"n2(l), -ISs'::;;l
2 2
When we project it onto the sphere of radius r. we can get the following geodesic curve on the
sphere of radius r
-1 S s S 1
P,(s)
Q,(s) = r' IIP,(s)11 '
Finally, we need to translate this geodesic curve by c lCt) to place it at a correct position
HIeS,!) = QleS) + cICl), where -R St SR. -1 Ss::;; 1
This is a parametrization of the blend of the gap (due to the edge curve C I) between the reduced
two cylinders.
Similarly, we can consttuct H 2(8 ,t), H 3(8./). H 4(S ,t) from C2(t), CJ(t), C4({)'
5.5. Two cylinders of different radii intersecting at skew-angle
Let's consider two unequal radius cylinders intersecting at skew-angle. By the same way as
before. we may assume that two cylinders are given as follows
F :!(x.y,z) =R I 2 _x2 _z2 =O (assumeR I >R2 )
G : g(x,y,z) = Rl- (xsin$ - YCOs$)2 - ,2 = 0
then
and
(CO'>$) x2 + (sin2$) xy - (COS2$) y2 = R 12 - R l
We may assume that 0 <$ <; (i.e. COS2~ :;I!:: 0), then
R I
2 -R.,2
x2 +(2tan$)xy _y2= 2-
cos $
x 2 + (2tan$) x:y _ y2 = (R 12 _ R22)sec 2$
y2 _ 2 (tan41 x) Y - x 2 + (R]2 - R 22)sec 2¢l = 0
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y = ("",~) x ± Vtan'~ x' + x' (R,' R,')sec'~
= ("",~) x ± V(l+tan'~) x' - (R I' - R,')sec'~
= ("",~) x ± vsec'~ x' (R,' R,') sec'~
= (""'~) x± se~ "Ix' - (R,' - R,')
for _;JR I 2 -RlSx:S.;JR I 2 -Rl
Hence, we can get 4 parametrized intersecting curves as follows
c ,(I) = ( I, ("",~) I + (sec~) V,, - (R,' _ R,'). VR I' _ ,')
C,(I) = (" (tan~) I + (sec~) V', - (R I' - R,'), - VR I' I')
C,(I)=( I, ("",~) I - (sec~) ,,1,'_ (R,'-Rl). VR ,'-,')
C,(I) = ( " (tan~) I - (sec~) V'' - (R I' - R,'), _ VR,' _ ,')
for -;/R?-Rl'5.I:i;JR 12 -Rl
The unit nonna! vector toward y -axis at c 1(t) is
-x -z
nt(r)=( ;Jx2+z2'O. =Jx2 +zZ)
-t -..JR I 2 -12
=( R,'O, R, ), for -VR,'-R,'$I$VRJ'-R,'
And, since the cylinder parallel to x'-axis is given by
G : g(x,y,z) =R,' - (x sin~ - y coS<jl)'-,' =0,
at CI(l). we have
Vg = (-2 sin~ (x sin~ - Y coS<!». 2 cos~ (x sin~ - y cOS<!», -2,)
=
(-2sin~ (tsinl;-tsinl;-V,'-{R ,'-R,' )). 2cos~ (tsinl;-tsinl;-v,'-{R I'-R,'»), -2VR ,'-r' )
= (2 sin~ V'' - (R I' - R,'), -2 cos~ VI' (R I' R,'), -2 VR ,' _ ,')
and the unit normal vector toward x'-axis at c lCt) is
_ Vg
",(,)- IIVgl1
=( sin~ V'' _ (R,' -Rl). -<:0S<!> V,, _ (R,'- Rl),- _1_ VR ,'-,')
Rz Rz Rz
The rest of work. is exactly the same as before.
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